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To find the exact Question Personalization task expiration date, log into Blue and find the listed task under
“Tasks”. The expiration date on the task is when the task closes and you are now able to make personalized
question selectio
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3. The instructor raises challenging questions for discussion.
µĿĮŁŁǾ9ëŬĎĊ

1. Students had the opportunity to practice what they lea





Filter the Question View
You can filter which questions are displayed on the screen. This can be helpful when you want to find questions
you have already selected to ^ňĄŁŵĊĎ or want to only view either µĎŁĎĄŲëăŁĎ or :ŵŬŲōŇĮƟëăŁĎ ±ŵĎŬŲĮōňŬ.

At the top of the page, there is a drop-downmenu defaulted to “View All”. Click on this drop-downmenu and
select a view choice. Below are the view options.

ÑĮĎƑ !ŁŁǫ All questions, Included or Excluded are shown
ÑĮĎƑ ŬĎŁĎĄŲëăŁĎǫ Only Selectable Questions are shown
ÑĮĎƑ ĮňĄŁŵĊĎĊǫ Only questions you have chosen to Include on the survey are shown
ÑĮĎƑ ĎƖĄŁŵĊĎĊ: Only questions you have chosen to Exclude from the survey are shown
ÑĮĎƑ ĄŵŬŲōŇĮƟëăŁĎ: Only Customizable Question are shown
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Select Questions to Include on Student Surveys
Next to each question, there is a toggle to ^ňĄŁŵĊĎ or DƖĄŁŵĊĎ that question. Questions are DƖĄŁŵĊĎĊ by default.
Youmust ^ňĄŁŵĊĎ each question you want to add to the survey. For details on each question type, view the
Question Types section above.

!ĊĊ µĎŁĎĄŲëăŁĎ ±ŵĎŬŲĮōňŬ
Ʊǩ DƖŦëňĊ ŲĪĎ ŬĎĄŲĮōňŬ Ųō ƐĮĎƑ ŲĪĎ µĎŁĎĄŲëăŁĎ ±ŵĎŬŲĮōňŬ. Expanding sections
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!ĊĊ :ŵŬŲōŇĮƟëăŁĎ ±ŵĎŬŲĮōňŬ
Ʊǩ lōĄëŲĎ ŲĪĎ :ŵŬŲōŇĮƟëăŁĎ ±ŵĎŬŲĮōň ŬĎĄŲĮōň, it is the last section on the page.
2. Expand the :ŵŬŲōŇĮƟëăŁĎ ±ŵĎŬŲĮōň section by clicking on the arrow next to the section title, or toggling

the DƖŦëňĊ !ŁŁ button on.

3. The first 4 Customizable Questions are rated questions, the last 4 are open-ended/comment questions.
µĎŁĎĄŲ ŲĪĎ :ŵŬŲōŇĮƟĎ ăŵŲŲōň ōň ŲĪĎ ŨŵĎŬŲĮōň Ɨōŵ ƑëňŲ Ųō ĄŵŬŲōŇĮƟĎ. This ľ t
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